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Turn your Experience into Knowledge and Share it
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Why has the Business Science Institute created
the new international programme, “Executive
Doctorate in Business Administration”?
There is an unsatisfied international demand for executive MBA graduates
with rich professional experiences who seek to enhance their experience
through the preparation of high-quality written work.
Accredited universities and business schools struggle to meet this demand
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due to the exhausting number of standards that they are forced to comply
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with. Furthermore, high-quality international professors are very
interested in supervising and directing the work of skilled and experienced managers.
The Business Science Institute has the Agreement of the Ministry of Education of the
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg.

How the Executive DBA creates business value
The Executive DBA can create considerable value for businesses. Over the two-year programme,
managers conduct research that, in the majority of cases, focuses directly on their respective
companies. Businesses thus benefit from research led by Managers who are themselves shaped
under the quality control of an international faculty. Managers enrolled in the programme can in
turn produce and develop innovative ideas, as well as engage analytical tools within frameworks
in the context of their career that they would otherwise not have had the opportunity to develop.
This unique research-action position can be compared to the mission of a consultant, benefiting
from an additional conceptual perspective.
Moreover, the programme takes place over five periods of thee-day weekends, during its first
year, and is thus entirely compatible with professional activity.
It is for these reasons that many of the managers enrolled in the Executive DBA programme are
being financed by their companies.
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What are the characteristics of the Executive DBA?
It is an advanced degree with an international course of study:
> Approved by the Ministry of Education of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (Minister’s order
18/3/2014).
> Validated by a scientific council composed of sixty professors coming from renowned universities and business schools.
> Designed for executives and managers who have acquired rich experience while working in
a company or organisation.
> Organised both in the form of five intensive three days seminars in Bangkok (first year) and
in the form of distance learning (second and third year).
> Mobilises international professors of the highest quality.
> Based on the regular and individualised direction of each student by an experienced professor, as well as on online resources (pedagogical intranet and kit, access to 12,000 books on
line)

First year:
FUNDAMENTAL
SEMINARS

1- Managing the Executive DBA Thesis
2- Thematic Paradigm I

Selection of research topic
and
Selection of research
supervisor

3- Thematic Paradigm II
4- Qualitative Methodology of the Thesis
5- Quantitative Methodology of the Thesis

Second year:

Third year:

6- Two local follow up seminars
& an international week in Wiltz
(last week of September).

Writing of the Executive DBA Thesis

Writing of thesis and preliminary defense
vDefense of the Executive DBA Thesis
Awarding of the DBA by the Business Science Institute
At the Wiltz Castle, Luxemburg

To whom does the Executive DBA aim at?
Executives holding MBA (or the equivalent) with significant experience (5+ years) in a company or
organisation who wish to take a step back from their experiences, and are eager to valorise these
experiences through personal reflection (based on the research of books and articles).
The public defense of the Executive Doctorate in Business Administration thesis occurs in front of
an international jury composed of international professors.

Seminars in English, for the details of the programme visit our website.

http://www.business-science-institute.com

Application process
Contact the Executive DBA’s scientific
advisor and provide him or her with your CV

scientific@business-science-institute.com

11 Books of the
BSI collection
published by the
doctors and
professors

In case of a positive response

Complete your formal application online
www.business-science-institute.com

Formal interview with a jury

Decision by the
International Scientific Committee

Local contact
Ms.Sansanee Aranyanak Khlaewkhla
Telephone: 02-3004543-62 Ext.1310
Email: sansaneerny@au.edu

Address: 592/3 Assumption University Office of Graduate Studies (Hua Mak Campus) "A" Building, 3rd
floor, Soi Ramkhamhaeng 24 Ramkhamhaeng Road, Hua Mak, Bangkapi, Bangkok 10240
Business Science Institute Luxembourg ASBL
Château de Wiltz, L-9516 Wiltz
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
https://business-science-institute.com
info@business-science-institute.com
Telephone : +352 621 376 588 (9am-6pm)

